Many clustering algorithms have been proposed in recent, years. Most methods operate in an iterative nianner and aim to optimize a specific energy fiinction. We present an algorithm that directly finds a set of cluster centers based on an analysis of the dist,ribution of patterns in the local neighborhood of each potential cliister cent,er through the use of so-called Neigkborgrams. In addition this analysis can be carried out, in several feature spaces in parallel, effectively finding the optimal set of features for each clust,er independently. We demonstrate how the algorithm works on an artificial data set, and show its usefulness using a well-known benchmark data set.
Introduction
Clustering has been one of the most used methods for the analysis of large data sets over the past decade [l] . Most algorithms attempt to find an optimal set of cluster centers by adjusting their posit.ion and size iterat,ively, through subsequent small adjbtments of the parameters. Many variants of such algorithms exist, t.he most, prominent example is probably Kohonen's Linear Vector Quantization [2] . Many variants using imprecise notions of cluster membership have also been proposed [3] .
Adjusting the cluster parameters iteratively (usually by means of a gradient descent procedure) makes much sense in the case of vast amounts of data for positive and negative examples. Approaches that try to find cluster centers more direct,ly have also been proposed; many examples can be found in algorithms that train local basis function networks, such as a constructive training algorithm for Probabilistic Neural Networks [4] . This algorithm iterates over t,he training instances and whenever it needs a new cluster to model a newly encountered pat.tern, a new cluster center is introduced at its position. Such an approach depends on the order of training examples and is therefore not guaranteed to find an optimal set of clust,er centers either.
However, if the data set is highly skewed and the focus of t,he analysis aims to extract a model that explains the minority class with respect t,o all other examples, a more direct approach can be taken. Such data is available in many applications, a promient example is drug discovery research where the focus lies on the identification of few promising act,ive conipounds in a vast collection of available chemical structures that mostly show no activity or are otherwise regarded as useless.
In this paper we describe an algorithm that finds an optimal set, of cluster centers directly by computing socalled Neiyhborgrams for each positive example. These neighborgrams summarize the'distribution of positive and negative examples in the vicinity of each positive example. We can then extract the set of best cluster centers from the set of neighborgrams, according to some optimality criterion. The algorithm relies on the fact that the class of interest (t,he positive examples) has a reasonably small size (usually up to several thousand examples), whereas the opposing examples can be as numerous as desired.
In addition we describe an extension of this algorithm to find clust,ers in parallel universes. This becomes enormously useful in cases where different ways to describe entities exist. In drug discovery, for example, various ways to describe molecules are used and it is often unclear, which of these descript,ors are optimal for any given task. It. is therefore desirable if the clustering algorithm does not require that a certain descriptor is chosen a-priori. Clustering in parallel universes solves this problem by finding cluster centers in these different descript,ors spaces, in effect parallelizing feature (space) selection with clustering. Figure 2 on the other hand shows a neighborgrain for a positive patrtern at the out,side of the cluster. Again, the dashed circles indicat,e the binning of the corresponding distance function. The distribution of posit.ive and negat,ive example in the corresponding neighhorgrain indicates that the t,rue center lies probably niore in the region of the third bin in this particular (art,ificial! j case. ' This concept can easily be extended to more than two classes; in this paper we constrain ourselves to the case of two classes for sake of simplicity.
'If t,he dist.ance function is non-normalized the binning needs to be adjust,ed accordingly. Neighborgrams depend on a series of parameters.
Not only can we adjust. the number of bins and the range of the distance function that we want to cover but in addition the bins can be distributed nonlinearly. In our current implementation we offer linear, quadratic, and logarithmic dist,ribution of an arbitrary number of bins. The u n d e r l y i n g distance f u n c t i o n a l s o has an impact on the resulting distributions; for binary features we use tanimoto or hamming distances, for numeric features the Euclidean distance.
Finding Cluster Centers
As mentioned in the previous section, just looking at some neighborgrams suggests ltgood'' and "had" cluster centers. If were able to formalize such a measure and use that, to rank neighborgrams we could use the clustering algorithm sho\vii in table 1.
Ranking Neighborgrams
In order to choose the "best" neighborgram, a ranking procedure is needed. The most obvious choice would be to simply count t.he number of positive examples that can be found in a circle around the center without encountering any negative example. The radius of this circle is: radius:z.(NG(.')) = Table 1 : The algorithm to generate a set of cluster centers based on a ranking of Neigliborgrams for each positive example.
1) Generate one Neighborgram f o r each p o s i t i v e example
2) WHILE (enough p o s i t i v e examples l e f t ) DO 3) f i n d "best" Neighborgram and determine optimal c l u s t e r s i z e 4) remove a l l p o s i t i v e examples t h a t are covered by t h e r e s u l t i n g c l u s t e r 5) re-compute Neighborgrams f o r remaining p o s i t i v e examples 6 ) END WHILE Obviously this ranking mechanism is very strict and already fails to assign reasonable scores to the two example neighborgram3 shown in figures 1 and 2. We therefore relaxed the condition for the negative examples and use a measure that tries to find a minimal ratio 0 of positive to negative examples instead.
where E : , , NGP(S)
computes the normalized accumulated positive patterns until bin j . The score for this measure computes
as:
Obviously more sophisticated measures could be used -a weighting mechanism for the distance to the centroid might make sense for some applicat,ions, or one could estimate the 95% confidence interval'and find a corresponding upper (or lower) bound. In some applications it might also be more desirable to focus on large clusters instead, which would put more weight on the radius of the cluster rather than the amount of positive examples it covers. However, the clustering algorithm in table 1 using the above way to find the best neighborgram at each step is already quite successful in finding a good set of representative cluster centers for a given data set.
In the following section we will show how this method can be used to find clusters in parallel universes, an extension that is of growing interest in life science applications.
Finding Cluster Centers in Parallel Universes
In many applications samples can have different representations. These can arise because in one feature space different similarity or distance metrics are used or because different ways to describe the same element exist, actually resulting in different feature spaces altogether.
In effect we now assume that we have a set of uni- The algorithni shown in table 1 can easily be extended to handle different representations of the same training inst,ance. In fact, it is more straightforward to do so using t,he neighborgram-ranking based algorit,hm than for an iterative version. We need to only conipute the neighborgrams for each positive instance in each universe:
Afterwards the neighborgrams are ranked, irrespective of which universe they belong to, and the best one is chosen. We then remove all patt,erns covered by the resulting cluster in the corresponding universe and in addit.ion remove those patterns also from all other universes. Effectively this changes only lines (3) and (4) of the algorit,hm shown in t.a.ble 1:
...
' ) f i n d "best" Neighborgram i n any
universe and determine optimal c l u s t e r s i z e i n t h i s universe 4 ' ) remove a l l p o s i t i v e examples i n a l l universes t h a t are covered by t h e r e s u l t i n g c l u s t e r ...
Note that it is sufficient for each pattern to be covered by one cluster in one universe. In effect, the algorithm finds the best set of clusters spread out over several universes.
Results

Artificial D a t a
In order to demonstrate how the algorithm finds clusters in the parallel universes, we have generated an artificial data set. About one thousand six-dimensional data point,s were generated, one third of which was labeled positive. The remainder was used as negative examples. The six dimensions were divided into three universes, each consisting of two dimensions (universe uo = (.zo,xl), u1 = (~2 ,~3 ) , U 2 = ( 5 4 , 2 5 ) ) . The posit.ive examples 'exhibit three clusters: and botch classes are also uniformly spread out over the entire feature spaces, although with lower density, as can be seen in the plots. Running the cluster algorithm will generate neighborgrams for all positive examples in all three universes. The algorithm will then pick the neighborgram for Zi=104,u=o first, i.e. patt,ern 104 in the first universe. Figure 4 shows the neighborgranis for a.113 universes as well ns t,he neighborgram for the entire 6-dimensional space. We used 0 = 80%. This particular pattern has coordinates 1. 
.).
This example shows how the algorithm finds good candidates for cluster centers close to the optimal location at each step. Clust,ers that are only expressed in a part. of the feature space (a universe) are ext,racted and then used to filter out the corresponding posit,ive examples.
DNA Data
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of t,his algorithm, we have used the DNA dataset from the StatLog project. [5] . This data set contains 3186 examples and the task is to predict boundaries between exons and introns. A window of 60 nucleotides is presentmecl as a 180-dimensional binary vector. Groups of three bits represent an amino acid and three classes are used to describe the middle point of the window as intronext,ron boundary, extron-intron boundary, or non of both. 2000 randomly chosen examples are used for training and the remaining 1186 for testing.
From [5] is known that the middle portion of t,he window carries substantially niore information than the borders. It. would therefore be inkresting to see if our parallel universe clustering algorithm can pick out more clusters from that portion of the feature space. We have divided the 180 binary feat,ures into three universes, each consisting of 60 bits and ran the algorithm described above on the result,ing training patterns.
Due to space const,raints we can not list the results with much detail but a couple of observat.ions are wort.11 being noted: the influence of the threshold 0 was less critical than expected. Obviously with higher 0 more and srnaller clusters will be generated but the effect on geiieralizat,ion performance is small.
Since our current version only builds a model for one class, we build three one-class classifiers. The algorithm created clust,ers mostly in the second universe, representing the features 60 -120. Specifically, for class 0, 21 clusters were build in universe 2, only one in universe 1 and none in universe 3 (class 1: (0,18,0), class 2: (3,38,2) ).
Performance of those three independent classifiers is not st,raightforward comparable to results of a three-class classifier. For class 0 we achieved an error rate of 22.68%, class 1: 9.78%, and class 2: 9.61%, which -when averaged -is roughly comparable to the results reported in [ 5 ) .
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The algorithm initially was derived from work on construct,ive training algorithms for probabilistic neural net,works [4] and has strong similarities to Neighborhood Plots [GI, although neighborgrams model local behavior with respect to one positive example. Neighborhood Plots visualize the averaged neighborhood behavior of the entire data set. The neighborgram clustering algorithm shares properties with Mountain Clustering [7] in that both algorithms reniove patterns after a covering cluster was found. However, the local estimation of a density through an individual neighborgram reduces the computational complexity tremendously.
Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to clustering, which finds good cluster centers for local neighborhoods based on a model of the neighborhood of each positive example. In addition the algorithm can easily be extended to handling several feature spaces in parallel, which offers very interesting potential in life science applications such as drug discovery. Future work will focus on better ranking metrics for neighborgranis and integration of the neighborgram visualizat,ion technique in visual data exploration environments.
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